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Islands and Climate Change: Rhetoric and Reality
Ilan Kelman
The media, and even scientific publications, continue to be packed with rhetoric that lowlying islands will sink, drown, or disappear due the seas rising under climate change. One
inevitable consequence, we are told, will be hordes of climate refugees fleeing their
abandoned homes to descend on affluent locations.
The science suggests otherwise. Summarising current research on low-lying islands,
islanders, and projected climate change impacts:
1. Low-lying islands display many responses to environmental changes. Some will
disappear, through inundation and erosion. Others could grow, shift location, or not
change.
2. Islands disappearing would lead to migration. Even if islands grow or shift location,
living there might be difficult due to the lack of stability, potentially leading to
migration.
3. In addition to sea-level rise, other projected climate change impacts threaten
islanders. Examples are food and water availability and coral reef responses to ocean
acidity and temperature.
4. Irrespective of climate change, and responses to climate change, many other human
decisions and actions bring threats and opportunities to island communities.
5. All these factors combine to make migration decisions complex--as they always have
been. People have always migrated and have always not migrated. They will
continue to make such choices or be forced along certain pathways, for multiple
reasons.

Despite the uncertainties, effective decision-making regarding island futures by islanders is
feasible. That means that those with the power and resources need to be willing now to
support islanders in determining their own futures on their own terms, rather than waiting
for something to happen.
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